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Abstract

We observed two distinct peaks, 205 MeV/c ir~ and 235 McV/c /i", associated

with K 2̂ &°d K~2 decays at rest, respectively, from negative kaons stopped in liquid

helium. These peaks were found to be delayed with respect to the stopping K~,

showing that stopped K~ mesons of about 2% fraction are trapped in metastable

states with an overall lifetime of about 40 nsec. This observation provides a direct

evidence for Condo's trapping hypothesis for the at-rest decay components of K~

and *~ in liquid helium.
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In this Letter we report on the first direct observation of possible trapping

times during the atomic cascade of negative knons in liquid He. This became pos-

sible owing to the high resolution spectmcopy of decay/reaction products from

K" mesons stopped in a liquid He target [1]; we were able to isolate the K~2 and

K~j mono-energetic peaks as signatures of at-rest decays and to measure their time

distributions.

In early experiments using He bubble chambers it was revealed that at-rest

decays of negative pions [2,3] and negative kaons [4,5] occurred with significant

fractions. They were well characterized by the unique (i~ range at large decay

angles in the case of *~ nnd by the zero center-of-mass momentum of the K~ in the

3w decay mode. The observed at-rest fractions,

, _ iV(decay at rest)

" • lop

are given in Table I. At-rest decays of S* particles in liquid He were also observed

[6,7], but they can be understood in terms of the slower stopping time of £~ which

is of the order of the E~ lifetime (1.48 x 1O~10 sec). On the ther hand, since the

stopping time of ir~ and K~ mesons are shorter and the lifetimes are much longer,

the presence of such large at-rest decay components appeared to be surprising.

In early days these at-rest decay fractions were ascribed to "average cascade

times" as defined by

T., = -I— x Tb~. (2)

The average cascade times thus deduced were in the range of 2 x 10"'° sec and

o



turned out to be two orders of magnitude larger than the theoretical values of Day |8|

(around 10"" ncc), who HIIOWCCI thnt the CMcailn of n incnonic tic inn in enhanced liy

the external Auger effect, the molecular Stark effect and the polarization absorption.

To remove this discrepancy, questions were raised as to the absence of the Stark-

effect mixing.

At that time Condo [9] proposed on entirely different interpretation, asserting

that negative mesons of fraction /K are trapped by long-lived states (rtr •> rfrw)

during the cascade, where they are destined to decay freely. He pointed out that the

mesons captured by circular orbits (I = n-1) of large principal quantum numbers

(n ^ 30) cannot emit an additional internal Auger electron and hence stay in a

neutral mesic atom (e~K~He), because the electron binding energy (~ 25 eV) is

too large to allow fast enough Auger processes (AC < 3). This neutral mesic atom

does not cause external Auger and molecular Stark effect and proceeds to lower

states only by radiative process. Thus, circular orbits of large I arc expected to

have lifeliines around 10~8 sec, which is comparable to or longer than the free-

decay lifetime. Until now the hypothesis of Condo has not been examined in a

direct way simply because no time information is obtained from bubble-chamber

experiments, while it was supported by theoretical arguments [10,11]. It would be

Btraightforward to examine experimentally whether the at-rest decay particles are

really delayed or not with respect to the stopped mesons.

The present experiment was a byproduct of an experiment to search for E hy-

pernuclci produced in ^He (stopped K~, >r) reactions |1). The K" mesons from the

K3 beam line of the KEK 12 GeV proton synchrotron were stopped in a liquid

He target. The incoming K~ beam trajectory as well as the trajectory of each

charged particle event in the magnetic spectrometer was recorded to obtain infor-

mation about the reaction/decay vertex and the particle momentum. The particle
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identification was mode by uaing tho range and TOF information. After pnrticls

idcutilknticm to T or /(, tlio TOF information with reaped tn the timing of the:

incoming kaon was used to deduce the total cascade time.

Fig.l shows a gross momentum spectrum of all negative particles emitted from

K~ stopped in liquid He. Surprisingly, the most dominant peaks arc the 235 MeV/c

H~ and the 205 MeV/c «•" which provide unique signatures of K~7 and K~, decays at

rest, respectively. The total fraction of K~ decay at rest was obtained in two ways;

1) from comparison of the decay peak in the Btopped-K~ spectrum with th£>t in the

stopped-K* spectrum, and 2) from comparison of the decay peak with the total

TT~ -f /i" in the same spectrum. The final value thus obtained is / K = 0 . 0 1 9 ± 0 . 0 0 3

which is in good agreement with the earlier values of /K deduced from the 3TT decay

in He bubble chambers (see Table I).

Fig.l shows also a delayed spectrum (3.5< t <30 nsec)t which clearly indicates

that the K~2 and K~t peaks are indeed delayed. Now let us look at the time

distribution of these at-rest decay peaks, as shown in Fig.2. For comparison Fig.2

includes the time distribution of K+ decay measured in the same experimental

setup, showing a lifetime of 12.d±0.2 nsec, in ;i'>. d agreement with the known free

lifetime, 12.37 nsec. In contrast, the time distribution of the K~ decay in liquid

helium shows a faster exponential decay with an effective lifetime of 9.5±0.3 nscc.

This definitely means that K~ mesons of fraction / are trapped by metastablc states

with an overall lifetime of rUsp = 41±0 nsec.

The spectra also show unambiguously that the "prompt" fraction is negligibly

small (/P"""P' < 1.2 x 10""3). If the average cascade time were around 1O"10 sec,

then a significant fraction of "prompt" component would be seen. The present

experiment thus excludes the "slow cascade time" conjecture and indicates that the

average cascade time for the majority of K~ mesons (not through trapping) is
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T.. = _ " „ , , , , x T''~ < 1.4 x 10-"scc (3)

which supports the theoretical estimates of Day including the molecular Stark effect

18).
In conclusion we have demonstrated for the first time that the at-rcst decay

peaks of K~ mesons stopped in liquid He are delayed and thus conclude that the

reason why stopped K~ mesons decay freely with a significant fraction is totally due

to the trapping of K~ mesons of this fraction by metastable states during the atomic

cascade, as asserted by Condo [9J. This also meiins that the main stream of the

K" meson cascade undergoes as fast as theoretically predicted by Day. The theory

claims the atomic cascade for the major stream to end up with the S-stntc nuclear

absorption from states of large n due to the molecular Stark mixing in contrast to

the P-state absorption. This implication appears to be consistent with the fact that

the total L x-ray intensity of K"He atom is only 13 ± 6 % (12,13). This phenomena

may also have some relevance to the fact that the /i~ polarization in liquid He is

largely lost [14,15), and also to the problem related to the metastable 2S state of

/j~He atom [16],

The present experimoiu may have an interesting impact; it infers a similar mech-

anism for the pion cascade in liquid He. If the observed pion-decay fraction at rest

(about 1%) (2,3) in liquid He is also delayed due to trapping, this free-decay com-

ponent may be used as a source of bright and highly polarized negative muons

of 4 MeV just like surface muons from stopped jr+ [17]. This mono-tnergetic n~

component can be filtered by acquiring timing with the primary beam phase in the

case of cyclotrons such as at TIUUMF and SIN. This possibility is open to further



investigation.

The trapping lifetime an'l the shape of time distribution we hnvc mconurcd nrc

subject to a more quantitative theoretical investigation. The present observation

has bearing on metastable states of similar character observed in single-electron

atoms formed in heavy-ion reactions! where a fully-stripped ion captures a single

electron at a large-n orbital [18].

Finally we point out that metastable states should also exist for anti-protonic

atoms. In this case, there is no limitation on the time window because anti-protons

do not decay and thus the delayed annihilation of anti-protons in liquid (and also

gaseous) helium will provide powerful premises to study such mctastablc states.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l Momentum spectrn of all the negative particles emitted from K~ mesons

stopped in liquid Het exhibiting well standing K~a and K~2 peaks from at

rest decays;

a) with no time selection and

b) with a time gate 3.5 < t < 30 nsec.

Fig.2 Time distributions of the 235 MeV/c K~, decay peak (open circles) together

with the Kja peak (closed circles). The data points are fitted by a single

exponential function, showing T ( K + ) = 12.6±0.2 nsec and r(K") = 9.5±0.3
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Table I: Fraction of at rest decays of *~ and K~ in liquid He.

Particle
T "

K~

Fraction /(%)
1.0 ± 0.5
1.2 ± 0.1
2.0 ± 0.43
2.6 ± 0.44
2.5 ± 0.4
1.9 ± 0.3

Itel.
Fetkovich and Pewitt [2]
Block e( al. [3|
Block et al. [4|
Fetkovich et al. [5]
Comber et al. [6]
Present
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